
HUSKIE HERALD
A weekly newsletter to help keep you
entertained and healthy while self-isolating

LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE
Interested in learning a new skill?  If you have
been wanting to learn a new language, or
strengthen your vocabulary of one you are
already familiar with, now is the time!

GAIN A NEW SKILL
WHILE SELF-ISOLATING

Being able to speak or comprehend
an additional language can come in
handy during future travel, conversing
with a friend or impressing a relative.
Learning a language is also a great
way to stimulate your brain and use a
skillset many of us may not tune into
regularly.
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CHECK OUT THESE OTHER FANTASTIC VIRTUAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE AT:
LIVEWITHUS.USASK.CA > CURRENT STUDENTS > VIRTUAL RESOURCES

HTTPS://LIVEWITHUS.USASK.CA/CURRENTSTUDENTS/VIRTUAL-RESOURCES.PHP



We have found stellar free Language Apps that make learning
fun and engaging. See some highlights of our 3 favorites:
 
DuoLingo
-Offers nearly 100 language courses developed by native
speakers
-Gives the option for users to learn in a course designed for
those with a primary language other than English 
-The most widely used free language learning App!
 
MemRise
-Offers over 200 languages to choose from
-Makes vocabulary practice fun & engaging through using
Memes
-Memes helps with recall accuracy & speed while offering
entertainment
 
HelloTalk
-Like having a Pen Pal- but to learn a new language!
-Learners are connected with a native speaker of their target
language
-More of a hands on approach to gain skills as opposed to self-
guided lessons
-Learning through text/voice messages & discussion forums
with other users

WILL YOU ESCAPE?!

Click this link to begin a FREE online escape room,

courtesy of Deadlock Escape in Saskatoon:

 

https://www.deadlockescape.ca/?

utm_source=Deadlocks+Super+Deals&utm_campaign

=7392edc516-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_05_08_33&utm_medium

=email&utm_term=0_ae284a8801-7392edc516-

123865399

 

Follow the instructions to begin your virtual

adventure, and good luck! 

 

Everything takes place in Las Vegas, where you have

gone for a nice, relaxing vacation...only it ends up

being not quite as relaxing as you had hoped...

 

Ready Reads

Thoughtful Thinking Memeworthy

Shameless Showtime

Philosophy for a
Happy Life

 
Ted Talk with Sam

Berns
HTTPS://WWW.TED.COM/TALKS/
SAM_BERNS_MY_PHILOSOPHY_

FOR_A_HAPPY_LIFE?
LANGUAGE=EN
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On Netfl ix

HOW YOU CAN LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE
COME PUOI IMPARARE UNA NUOVA LINGUA

 


